Today PAP seeks talent to its English language financial and economic
newswire
The Polish Press Agency (PAP) is hiring individuals full or part-time with fantastic English
skills (and Polish!) plus a no-fear approach to learning the basics of finance and economics
for its English language financial newswire.

PAP Market Insider publishes a real-time English-language financial newswire dedicated for
market professionals and offering the information on economics, policy, corporate news and
more necessary for investment decisions. With Poland's largest financial service (PAP Serwis
Ekonomiczny) and the rest of PAP in support and with its own team of dedicated journalists,
editors and support staff, PAP Market Insider aims to be both the most comprehensive
source of news and reference on Polish markets and the top location for exclusive marketmoving news.

The best candidates will have fluent English with a command of market, business &
economic vocabulary, a curiosity for how money moves in this world and perhaps a hidden
desire to be where it's all happening, near the front lines of journalism.

The right talent can launch a great career in journalism; most everyone can have fun, learn
how the world works and gain language skills they didn't even know they were missing.

PAP offers a standard labor contract with benefits and can hire full-time or part-time. Hours
can be flexible, but some select early morning hours are required. Most importantly, PAP
offers the support and camaraderie of a tight-knit small team.

Candidates should put career materials and/or a brief introduction to candidates@pap.pl
with an ALL CAPS subject line: PAP MARKET INSIDER - FINANCIAL JOURNALISM POSTS

Please add to your CV: “I consent to the processing of my personal data for recruitment
purposes in line with Art. 6, paragraph 1, point a of the Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the
European Parliament and of the Council, of April 27, 2016, on the protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation).”

We inform you that the administrator of the data is Polska Agencja Prasowa S.A.,
headquartered in Warsaw, 6/8 Bracka Street. The data are being gathered for recruitment
purposes. You are entitled to access the contents of your data and to modify them. Providing
data as specified by the Labour Code Act of June 26, 1974, and executive acts is mandatory.
Providing additional personal data is optional.

